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Abstract
The multi-server architecture authentication scheme enables users access to the multiple distributed servers with
only one single registration procedure. It provides a scalable solution for repeated registration issue in multi-server
environment. In this paper, we present a secure remote
authentication scheme for multiple servers architecture
with elliptic curves cryptosystem (ECC). The proposed
scheme could resolve many grave flaws and provide message authenticity, while preserving user anonymity. In
the security analysis, we prove the completeness of the
proposal BAN-logic, which one of the important formal
methods for evaluating information exchange protocols.
Noticeable, our scheme also shows impressive efficiency
and practicability comparing with other related schemes.
Keywords: Anonymity; Authentication; BAN-logic; Elliptic Curve Cryptography; Multi-server

1

Introduction

In the digital information world, users can easily obtain
the information services of the distributed networks anywhere and anytime such as online shopping, online bank,
and pay-TV. Authentication plays an important part to
construct a secure communication channel between participants in the information systems. To ensure the security of the communication between these participants,
more robust remote authentication protocols are urgent
needed.
In 1981, Lamport [14] proposed a well-known authentication protocol based on password for the insecure communication, since then, ample of remote user authentication protocols have been presented to improve security
and efficiency [2,5,7,8,17,32,33]. However, these protocols
are designed for single-server architecture. If conventional
protocols are applied to the multi-server environment, the

network users not only need to log into various remote
servers with repetitive registrations, but also need to remember various identities and passwords. In this paper,
we propose a comparatively robust remote user authentication protocol suiting for multiple servers environment,
which guarantees better efficiency and achieves various of
the security properties. specifically, we analyze the validity of the proposed protocol with formal proof BAN-logic,
which is widely employed to validate the beliefs of the involved participants in information exchange protocol.
In the first eight years of the 21st century, many
researchers have proposed authentication protocols for
multi-server architecture, respectively [3,10,18,23,29,30].
However, in these protocols, user’s identity is transmitted
in the form of plaintext through public communication
channel. In order to resolve the privacy problems raised
by static ID, Liao and Wang [22] proposed a dynamic ID
based remote user authentication protocol for multi-server
architecture, which could eliminate the risk of ID-theft
and protect users’ privacy. However, their protocol cannot
withstand insider attack and masquerade attack. Besides,
their scheme fails to provide mutual authentication. Later
on, Hsiang and Shih [6] proposed an improved multiserver password authenticated key agreement protocol. In
their scheme, only the registration center possesses master
secret x and it uses it to issue the private keys for service
provider and legal users. The solutions is seemingly to
remedy these vulnerabilities of Liao and Wang’s protocol,
and the authors claim their protocol could resist masquerade attack, server spoofing, registration center spoofing
attack and insider attack. Nevertheless, Sood et al. [27]
pointed out their protocol was susceptible to replay attack, impersonation attack and stolen smart card attack,
more over, the password change phase of their protocol
was incorrect. Meanwhile, Sood et al. presented a multiserver authentication protocol with two-server paradigm,
in which the service provider is exposed to users and the
control server (Registration center) is not directly acces-
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sible to them between verification process. This strategy
protect the control server is less likely to be attack. In
2012, Li et al. [21] demonstrated Sood et al.’s protocol
was vulnerable to leak-of-verifier attack and stolen smart
card attack. Furthermore, the authentication and session
key agreement of the scheme was wrong. In order to tackle
these problems, Li et al. proposed a more robust authentication protocol for multi-server environment using smart
cards. The authors employed the verification strategy introduced in Sood et al.’s proposal and also inherited its
critical vulnerabilities. Subsequently, Li et al.’s protocol
was demonstrated that it failed to tackle the replay attack, the password guessing attack and the masquerade
attack [11].
In 2013, Pippal et al. [26] introduced multiple servers
authentication scheme without verification table. Furthermore, it allows the legal users could access multiple servers with no help of registration center (in other
words, users and service servers could complete mutual
authentication independently). Nevertheless, its verification method has a fatal problem that too much sensitive parameters are stored in users’ smart card. Li
et al. [20] demonstrated that their scheme was susceptible to off-line password guessing attack, impersonation
attack and privileged insider attack. They also present
their remediation with a flexible registration, which the
number of servers is no longer fixed. In 2017, Srinivas
et al. [28] showed that Li et al.’s protocol was vulnerable to a range of ignored security flaws and proposed a
new authentication for multiple servers environment. Recently, a pile of multi-server authentication protocols are
published for providing stronger robustness and better efficiency [15, 16, 19, 25, 34].
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Table 1: Notations
Notations
Ui
Sj
RC
IDi
P Wi
SIDj
x
P
Ppub
SK
H(·)
EncKey (M )
DecKey (C)
⊕
k

2.1

Meaning
The ith user
The jth service providing server
The registration center
The identity of the user Ui
The password of the user Ui
The identity of the server Sj
The master secret key of the RC
The generator of G
RC’s public key, where Ppub = xP
The session key shared among Ui , Sj
A one-way hash function
Encryption of messages M using Key
Decryption of ciphertext C using Key
Exclusive-OR operation
String concatenation operation

Initialization Phase

In this phase, RC chooses two large prime numbers p and
q with p = 2q + 1. Subsequently, RC selects a generator
P of order q on the elliptic curve Ep (a, b), which possesses
good security properties [9, 12, 31]. Finally, RC generates
x as the master secret key, which is minimum of 1024 bits
for security purpose.

2.2

Server Registration Phase

When a server Sj wants to register and become an authorized server, Sj and RC should execute the following
interactions.

The structure of our paper is organized as follows. In SR.1: Sj chooses its identity SIDj and transmits it to
Section 2, we present a robust multiple servers authenticaRC for registration via a secured communication
tion schemes. Then, the security analysis of our protocol
channel.
and the comparisons between our proposal and related
protocols are presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. SR.2: RC computes sj = H(SIDj kx) and assigns it to
Sj via secure channels.
Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusion.
SR.3: On receiving sj , Sj stores it secretly and finishes
the registration.

2

Our Scheme

2.3

User Registration Phase

Ui and RC should execute the following interactions to
The multiple servers system consists of three involved par- finish the registration phase:
ties, registration center RC, authorized servers Sj and
users Ui . RC is the trusted party and administrates the UR.1: Ui selects his/her identity IDi , the password P Wi
and random number r, then Ui computes RP Wi =
whole system. Sj has the jurisdiction to offer network
H(P Wi kr) and sends {IDi , RP Wi } to RC for regisservices and Ui could access these services.
tration.
In this section, we present a new authentication scheme
for multi-server architecture, which can be divided into UR.2: Upon receiving Ui ’s registration request, RC calculates Ai = H(IDi kRP Wi ), Ki = H(IDi kx),
five phases: initialization phase, server registration phase,
Bi = Ki ⊕ Ai , where x is the master secret key
user registration phase, authenticated key agreement
of RC and kept by RC privately. Then RC stores
phase and password change phase. The abbreviations
{Bi , Enc(), P, Ppub , H(·)} on Ui ’s smart card and isand notions used in our protocol are listed in Table 1.
sues it to Ui via a secure channel.
The briefly steps are described as follows.
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Figure 1: Authenticated key agreement phase

UR.3: Ui stores the random number r and Ci = A.2: Upon receiving M1 , Sj also generates a random inH(IDi kP Wi kr) into the issued smart card.
teger number β and calculates Y = β × P , V1 =
H(Di ksj kY ). Then, Sj transmits M2 = {Di , X, Y ,
V1 } to RC.

2.4

Authenticated Key Agreement Phase

Whenever Ui wants to access the services of Rj , the fol- A.3: Upon receiving M2 , RC computes X 0 = x ×
X firstly. Then, RC can get Ui ’s secret value
lowing operations will be performed during the authenti{IDi , SIDj , H(IDi kKi kSIDj )} of login request by
cated key agreement phase.
calculating DecH(XkX 0 ) (Di ).
Subsequently, RC
A.1: Ui inserts his/her smart card into the card reader
computes H(IDi kH(IDi kx)kSIDj ) and compares it
and inputs IDi , P Wi . Then the smart card computes
with the retrieved one in Di to validate Ui . If the
Ci∗ = H(IDi kP Wi kr) and checks whether it is equal
computed one does not exist in the decrypted reto the stored value Ci . If so, the smart card proceeds
sults from Di , RC will terminate this session. Else,
the following steps. Otherwise, the smart card aborts
RC authenticates Ui successfully and will continue
this procedure. Then, the smart card computes Ki =
to verify the legitimacy of Sj . RC uses the aforeBi ⊕ H(IDi kH(P Wi kr)), X = α × P , X 0 = α × Ppub ,
mentioned decrypted value SIDj from Di to calcuDi = EncH(XkX 0 ) (IDi , SIDj , H(IDi kKi kSIDj ))
late V1∗ = H(Di kH(SIDj kx)kY ) and checks whether
with a chosen random nonce α. After that, Ui sends
V1∗ ? = V1 . If the equation does not hold, RC rejects
the login request message M1 = {Di , X} to Sj .
this request and terminates this session. Else, RC ac-
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cepts this request and computes V2 = H(sj kXkY ), 3.1 Validity Proof Based on BAN-logic
V3 = H(Ki kX 0 kY ). Finally, RC sends the reply mesIn this section, the validity of our proposed scheme is
sage M3 = {V2 , V3 } to Sj .
evaluated by BAN-logic [1]. Specifically, BAN-logic helps
A.4: On receiving M3 , Sj computes H(sj kXkY ) and each participants to trust the exchanged messages and it
checks it with the received V2 . If they are not equal, is a widely employed method for analyzing authenticaSj rejects these messages and terminates this ses- tion protocol. We define ample of notations used in the
sion. Otherwise, S successfully authenticates RC, following proof procedures are defined.
j

and then computes SKj = β × X = αβ × P ,
V4 = H(XkY kSKj ). After that, Sj submits M4 =
{V3 , V4 , Y } to Ui .
A.5: Upon receiving the response M4 , the smart card
checks whether the equation V3 = H(Ki kX 0 kY )
holds or not. If not, the smart card stops this session. Otherwise, the smart card calculates SKj =
α × Y = αβ × P and checks whether H(XkY kSKj )
is equal to received V4 . If not, the smart card stops
this session. Otherwise, the smart card computes
V5 = H(SIDj kY kSKj ). Finally, the smart card
sends the response message M5 = {V5 } to Sj .
A.6: Sj computes and checks V5 ? = H(SIDj kY kSKj )
after receiving M5 . If this equation holds, Sj successfully authenticates Ui and mutual authentication
is completed. Otherwise, the session will be terminated.
After finishing the mutual authentication of Ui , Sj and
RC, Ui and Sj shares the common session key SK =
H(SIDj kXkY kSKj ).

2.5

Password Change Phase

Suppose Ui wants to select a new password P Winew to
replace original password. Then the smart card should
execute the following procedures.

P |≡ X: The principal P believes X.
](X): The formula X is fresh.
P ⇒ X: The principal P has jurisdiction over X.
P / X: The principal P sees X.
P |∼ X: The principal P once said the statement X.
(X, Y ): The formula X or Y is the part of (X, Y ).
hXiY : The formula X is combined with Y .
{X}Y : This represents the formula X is message and it
is encrypted under the key Y .
k

P ←→ Q: The principals P and Q communicate with
each other with the shared key k. Note that, k will
never be known to any other principals.
P

k

Q: P and Q shared a secret k, which is possibly
known to other principals trusted by them.

SK: the formula SK represents the session key used in
the current session.
In the following, we present some logical postulates
which used in the demonstration of our protocol:
k

• The message-meaning rule:

P|≡Q
P,P/hXik
.
P|≡Q|∼X

• The freshness-conjuncatenation rule:
Step 1: Ui makes a request to the smart card and enters
IDi and old password P Wi to the smart card.
Step 2: Ui ’s smart card checks Ci ? = H(IDi kP Wi kr).
If yes, Ui inputs a new password P Winew . Otherwise,
the smart card rejects the password change request
and terminates this procedure.

• The nonce-verification rule:
• The jurisdiction rule:

P|≡](X)
P|≡](X,Y ) .

P|≡](X),P|≡Q|∼X
.
P|≡Q|≡X

P|≡Q⇒X,P|≡Q|≡X P|≡(X,Y )
, P|≡X ,
P|≡X

P/(X,Y ) P|≡Q|∼(X,Y )
P/X ,
P|≡Q|∼X .

Let present some authentication goals we should
proved in the demonstration of the proposed authentiStep 3: The smart card computes Anew
= cation scheme.
i
H(IDi kH(P Winew kr)), Binew = Bi ⊕ Ai ⊕ Anew
,
i
SK
Cinew = H(IDi kP Winew kr) and stores Binew , Cinew Goal 1: Ui |≡ (Ui ←→ Sj );
into its memory to replace Bi , Ci .
SK
Goal 2: Sj |≡ (Ui ←→ Sj ).

3

Security Analysis and Discussion

Next, let present the corresponding idealised protocol.
Message 1: Ui → Sj :
iKi }X 0 , X);

({IDi , SIDj , h IDi , SIDj

In the following we will evaluated our scheme by BAN- Message 2: Sj → RC: (X, Y , {IDi , SIDj , hIDi ,
SIDj iKi }X 0 , h{IDi , SIDj , hIDi , SIDj iKi }X 0 ,
logic and demonstrate it could withstand common netY isj );
work attacks.
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Message 3: RC → Sj : (hX, Y isj , hX 0 , Y, Sj |∼ Y iKi );
Message 4: Sj → Ui : (hX 0 , Y, Sj |∼ Y iKi , hX, Y iSKj );
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Based on Sj |≡ RC |∼ (X, Y ) and the nonce-verification
rule, we can prove that:
Sj |≡ RC |≡ (X, Y ).

Message 5: Ui → Sj : hSIDj , Y iSKj .

Based on Assumption 6 and the jurisdiction rule, we can
We make the following assumptions about the iniprove that:
tial state of the scheme to further analyze the proposed
scheme:
Sj |≡ (X, Y ).
Let present the following assumptions for analyzing our
Based on the jurisdiction rule, we can prove that:
scheme:
Ki
Assumption 1: Ui |≡ (Ui RC)
Sj |≡ X.
Assumption 2: Sj |≡ (Sj
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption
Assumption

sj

RC)

Based on SKj = β × X and Assumption 7, we can prove
that:

sj

3: RC |≡ (Sj RC)
4: Ui |≡ ](X 0 )
5: Sj |≡ ](Y )
6: Sj |≡ RC ⇒ (X, Y )
7: Sj |≡ β
8: Ui |≡ RC ⇒ (X 0 , Y, Sj |∼ Y )
9: Ui |≡ α
10: Ui |≡ X
11: Ui |≡ SIDj
12: Sj |≡ Y
13: Sj |≡ SIDj

Sj |≡ SKj .
Based on SK = H(SIDj kXkY kSKj ), Sj |≡ SKj and
Assumption 12, 13, we can prove that:
SK

Sj |≡ (Ui ←→ Sj )(Goal 2).
Upon Ui receiving Message 4, we can prove that:
Ui / (hX 0 , Y, Sj |∼ Y iKi , hX, Y iSKj ).

With the above assumptions and logical postulates, we
prove the completeness of our scheme as follows:
Upon RC obtaining Message 2, we can prove that:
RC / (X, Y, {IDi , SIDj , hIDi , SIDj iKi }X 0 , h{IDi ,
SIDj , hIDi , SIDj iKi }X 0 , Y isj ).
Based on the jurisdiction rule, we can prove that:
RC / h{IDi , SIDj , hIDi , SIDj iKi }X 0 , Y isj .

Based on the jurisdiction rule, we can prove that:
Ui / hX 0 , Y, Sj |∼ Y iKi .
Based on the Assumption 1 and the message-meaning
rule, we can prove that:
Ui |≡ RC |∼ (X 0 , Y, Sj |∼ Y ).
Based on Assumption 4 and the
conjuncatenation rule, we can prove that:

freshness-

Ui |≡ ](X 0 , Y, Sj |∼ Y ).
Based on the Assumption 3 and the message-meaning
Based on Ui |≡ RC |∼ (X 0 , Y, Sj |∼ Y ) and the noncerule, we can prove that:
verification rule, we can prove that:
RC |≡ Sj |∼ ({IDi , SIDj , hIDi , SIDj iKi }X 0 , Y ).
Ui |≡ RC |≡ (X 0 , Y, Sj |∼ Y ).
Based on the jurisdiction rule, we can prove that:
Based on Assumption 8 and the jurisdiction rule, we can
prove that:
RC |≡ Sj |∼ Y.
Upon Sj obtaining Message 3, we can prove that:

Based on the jurisdiction rule, we can prove that:

Sj / (hX, Y isj , hX 0 , Y, Sj |∼ Y iKi ).
Based on the jurisdiction rule, we can prove that:
Sj / hX, Y isj .

Ui |≡ (X 0 , Y, Sj |∼ Y ).

Ui |≡ Sj |∼ Y,
Ui |≡ Y.

Based on Assumption 2 and the message-meaning rule, Based on SKj = α × Y and Assumption 9, we can prove
we can prove that:
that:
Sj |≡ RC |∼ (X, Y ).
Based on Assumption 5 and the
conjuncatenation rule, we can prove that:
Sj |≡ ](X, Y ).

Ui |≡ SKj .
freshness- Based on SK = H(SIDj kXkY kSKj ), Ui |≡ SKj and
Assumption 10, 11, we can prove that:
SK

Ui |≡ (Ui ←→ Sj )(Goal 1).
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Security Evaluation
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Ui and our proposal is able to withstand server impersonating attack.

In this section, we prove our protocol could eliminate
some common security flaws and achieve several signi3.2.6 Replay Attacks
ficative properties.
The replay attack is that attackers re-submit authentication messages transmitted between Ui , Sj , RC to tamper
3.2.1 Preserve User Anonymity
with the information. It is impossible for our proposal
Suppose that all of authentication messages {Di , X, Y ,
since the authentication messages are contributed to ranV1 , V2 , V3 , V4 , V5 } transmitted between Ui , Sj and RC
dom nonce. Neither the replay of an old login message
are obtained by attackers. The chosen random num{X, Di } in the step A.1 nor the replay of the response
bers α and β have randomness property, and they guarmessage {V3 , V4 } of the service providing server Sj in the
antee these parameters are all session-variant. Accordstep A.4 of the authenticated key agreement phase, due
ingly, without knowing α and β, the adversary will have
to the random numbers are updated for every session and
to solve the computation Diffie-Hellman problem to reA could not get the random numbers, as it will fail in step
trieve specific static element in the transmitted messages.
A.4 and step A.6 of authenticated key agreement phase.
Hence, our scheme could overcome the security flaw of
Therefore, our protocol can withstand replay attack.
user anonymity breach.
3.2.2

Forward secrecy

In the proposed protocol, random numbers α and β are
used to compute the session key SK, which security is
guaranteed by the computation Diffie-Hellman problem.
Hence, the adversary need to solve the hard problem to
generate the session key, in other words, our protocol provides the property of forward secrecy.
3.2.3

Off-line Password Guessing Attack

The non-tamper resistant smart cards no longer secure
stored data, and the adversary can reveal the secret information {Bi , Ci , r, Enc(), P, Ppub , H(·)} in another legitimated user Ui ’s smart card [13, 24]. Even after gathering these information, the attacker could not guess IDi
and P Wi from Ci = H(IDi kP Wi kr) at the same time.
The impossibility of guessing two parameters correctly simultaneously in polynomial time demonstrated that our
scheme could resist off-line password guessing attack with
smart card security breach.
3.2.4

Forgery Attack

3.2.7

Known Key Attack

Since neither the structure of session key SK is the same
with any other authentication message, nor SK functions
as part of any other authentication message, the leakage
of SK does not affect other unexposed sessions. Thus,
the known key attack is resisted effectively.
3.2.8

Proper Mutual Authentication

Our proposed authentication scheme for multiple servers
architecture could offer proper mutual authentication. Ui
transmits the login request {Di , X} to server Sj for service access. And then, Sj adds its computed values Y and
V1 for mutual authentication. The registration center RC
employs these messages to validate Ui and Sj . If any one
is unauthentic, RC rejects the login request. Otherwise, it
distributes the parameters {V2 , V3 } to Sj . Sj verifies the
correction of V2 and computes V4 as the challenge message to Ui . Subsequently, Ui uses the received messages
{V3 , V4 } to validate both RC and Sj . Further, he/she
responses V5 for the final session key verification. Noticeable, any fabricated message in the whole process cannot
pass the verification. Therefore, our scheme could offer
proper mutual authentication.

In our proposal, the adversary has to generate a valid
message {Di , X} if he wants to forgery the legal user Ui ,
where Di = EncH(XkX 0 ) (IDi , SIDj , H(IDi kKi kSIDj )). 4
Performance and Functionality
The adversary A could not generate Di with the knowlAnalysis
edge of Ki , which is secured by Ai = H(IDi kRP Wi ) and
stored in the Ui ’s smart card. With the demonstrated
identity and password confidentiality, we can obtain that In this section, we will evaluate our protocol in the performance and functionality by making comparisons with
our scheme could overcome forgery attack.
some other related protocols [25, 28, 34]. In the following,
let define some notations used to analyze the computa3.2.5 Server Impersonating Attack
tional complexity for the aforementioned protocol: Tsym
In the proposal, the adversary A impersonates Sj to indicates the time complexity of symmetrical encryption
fool the remote user Ui with a forgery response message and Tasy is the time complexity of the asymmetric encryp{V3 , V4 }, where V3 = H(Ki kX 0 kY ), V4 = H(XkY kSKj ). tion. Noticeable, executing exclusion-OR operation and
Nevertheless, SKj = β × X = αβ × P is impossible for string concatenation operation consume very few comA to compute without the knowledge of α or β. Thus, A putation resources, in the evaluation of performance we
could not transmit to Ui a valid response message to fool usually neglect the computational complexity of them.
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Table 2: Comparisons of functionality
Srinivas et
Zhu et
al.’s [28]
al.’s [34]
Preserving User anonymity
No
Yes
Prevention of forgery attack
Yes
No
Prevention of off-line dictionary attack
No
No
Prevention of server impersonating attack
Yes
No
Prevention of replay attack
Yes
Yes
Prevention of known key attack
Yes
Yes
Mutual authentication
Yes
Yes
Providing correct proof of BAN-logic
No
Yes

Computational cost

Mishra’s
[25]
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Table 3: Performance comparisons
Srinivas et al.’s [28] Zhu et al.’s [34] Mishra’s [25]
11Tsys + 4Tasy
22Tsys + 8Tasy 9Tsys + 8Tasy
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Ours
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Ours
19Tsys + 6Tasy

Table 2 lists the functionality comparisons of our pro- [4] T. H. Feng, C. H. Ling, and M. S. Hwang, “Cryptposed protocol and other related protocols [25,28,34]. Obanalysis of Tan’s improvement on a password authentication scheme for multi-server environments,” Interviously, we can conclude that our protocol is more robust,
national Journal of Network Security, vol. 16, no. 4,
due to it not only could prevent all known attacks, but
pp. 318–321, 2014.
also provides several security properties. Furthermore, we
also provide the formal proof validated by BAN-logic.
[5] D. L. Guo and F. T. Wen, “A more robust authentication scheme for roaming service in global mobility
Table 3 shows the performance comparisons of our pronetworks using ECC,” International Journal of Nettocol and other related protocols [25, 28, 34]. According
work Security, vol. 18, no. 2, pp. 217-233, 2016.
to Table 3, we know that the cost of the proposed protocol is slightly higher than the [25, 28] and lower than [6] H. C. Hsiang and W. K. Shih, “Improvement of the
secure dynamic ID based remote user authenticathe scheme in [34]. However, our protocol can achieve all
tion scheme for multi-server environment,” Computer
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